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"The seat of the soul and the control of voluntary
movement - in fact, of nervous functions in general, - are
to be sought in the heart. The brain is an organ of minor
importance, perhaps necessary to cool the blood."

Aristotle (De motu animalium)

Abstract
This thesis provides results from affinity based studies where human body fluids were profiled
to find markers for neurological diseases. Both proteins and autoantibodies were analysed using
microarray technologies that can profile hundreds of analytes and hundreds of samples in parallel
using small sample volumes. A central element in this work was to develop and apply new methods
to study cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which is the fluid in direct contact with the brain. CSF contains
proteins reflecting the physiological state of the central nervous system and therefore offers a
unique insight into proteins associated to neurological disorders. As a complement to CSF, bloodderived samples such as serum and plasma, were also investigated as these represent potential
sources of disease related proteins. The work presented here summarises the development of assay
protocols to study protein and autoantibodies in CSF and blood using planar and bead-based
microarrays.
In Paper I, an antibody-based protocol was developed to enable multiplexed protein profiling in
CSF. The protocol was then applied for a first analysis within multiple sclerosis (MS) patients. In
Paper II, the results were further evaluated in additional CSF as well as plasma samples. Based
on the CSF analysis we found two proteins associated to MS; GAP43, a protein related to disease
progression and SERPINA3, a protein involved in inflammation. In addition, four other proteins;
IRF8, METTL14, IL7 and SLC30A7, were found to have altered plasma levels between the patient
groups. The expression of these proteins were further investigated by immunofluorescent staining
of human brain tissue, revealing differential localisation of proteins in diseased and healthy brain.
In Paper III, a study on extensive protein profiling of plasma in the context of another neurodegenerative disorder, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), is described. The levels of three proteins,
namely NEFM, RGS18 and SCL25A20, were found to be elevated in ALS patients compared to
controls. Among these, NEFM also indicated association to disease subtype as the levels were
elevated in patients with definite compared to suspected diagnosis.
In addition to antibodies, we also utilised antigens on microarrays to screen for the presence of
autoantibodies in body fluids. In Paper IV, a strategy for this analysis was developed using
protein fragments and two types of microarrays. This strategy was then applied for profiling of
the autoantibody repertoire of MS patients, revealing 51 protein fragments with potential disease
relevance. Interestingly, comparison of plasma and CSF samples obtained from the same patients
indicated high concordance of antibodies between the two body fluids. In Paper V, a similar
strategy was applied to narcolepsy, another neurological disorder. Our investigation of antibodies
in serum revealed higher reactivity towards METTL22, NT5C1A and TMEM134 compared to
controls in two independent sample materials.
In conclusion, the presented work constitutes a framework of proteomic assays for enhanced exploration of proteins and autoantibodies in neuroscience. Moreover, we have reported identification
of several potential disease markers to be further investigated within neurological disorders.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Inom medicinsk forskning pågår mycket arbete för att öka förståelsen för de sjukdomar som
drabbar oss människor. Varför uppstår de, vad händer i kroppen när man blir sjuk och hur kan vi
diagnosticera, behandla och bota dem? För forskning inom neurologiska sjukdomar står hjärnan
i centrum. Hjärnan är ett organ som bland annat koordinerar våra rörelser, lagrar minnen och
skapar tankar och känslor. Den omges av en vätska som kallas ryggmärgsvätska som fungerar
som stötdämpare och har i uppgift att transportera näringsämnen till, och restprodukter från,
hjärnan. Ryggmärgsvätska innehåller också proteiner, de molekyler som utgör våra biologiska
byggstenar. Proteinerna är mycket viktiga för att kroppens alla celler, vävnader och organ ska
fungera normalt. När kroppen inte fungerar som den ska, till exempel vid sjukdom, kan proteiner
ge viktig information om vad som är fel. På samma sätt kan upptäckten av ett protein som inte
beter sig normalt ge nya ledtrådar till varför sjukdomar uppstår. Min forskning har haft som mål
att bidra till ökad kunskap inom neurologiska sjukdomar genom att utveckla analysmetoder för
undersökning av proteiner i blod och ryggmärgsvätska från sjuka och friska människor.
Det finns en speciell familj proteiner som kallas för antikroppar och som fungerar som kroppens
naturliga skydd mot infektioner. Dessa antikroppar har förmågan att känna igen och fästa sig
vid olika molekyler och kan på så sätt presentera okända substanser för kroppens immunförsvar.
Denna avhandling är baserad på analysmetoder där antikroppars förmåga att känna igen andra
proteiner har utnyttjats för forskning. Arbetet är en del av Human Protein Atlas, ett stort
projekt med målet att tillverka antikroppar som kan känna igen människans alla proteiner. Dessa
antikroppar används sedan för att kartlägga var i kroppen våra proteiner finns och vad som skiljer
olika vävnader och organ från varandra.
I tre av de presenterade forskningsprojekten användes antikropparna från proteinatlasen för att
mäta proteiner i ryggmärgsvätska och blod från patienter med neurologiska sjukdomar. Första
steget var att utarbeta en ny metod för att analysera hundratals proteiner samtidigt i ryggmärgsvätska (Paper I). När vi sedan undersökte prover från multipel skleros (MS) patienter
hittade vi sex intressanta proteiner, två i ryggmärgsvätska och fyra i blod, som speglade sjukdomen (Paper II). I en liknande studie inom amyotrofisk lateral skleros (ALS) hittade vi tre
sjukdomsrelaterade proteiner i blod (Paper III) och vi arbetar nu för att mer i detalj förstå
dessa proteiners inverkan på sjukdomsförloppet.
Ibland bildas antikroppar som misstar kroppens egna proteiner för främmande och det är genom
sådana antikroppar som autoimmuna sjukdomar kan uppstå. De två sista artiklarna beskriver hur
vi undersökte blod och ryggmärgsvätska för att upptäcka antikroppar som känner igen mänskliga
proteiner, så kallade autoantikroppar. I båda studierna, den ena inom MS (Paper IV) och den
andra inom narkolepsi (Paper V), hittade vi autoantikroppar med möjlig sjukdomsrelevans. För
MS identifierades 51 målproteiner medan tre valdes ut inom narkolepsi.
De resultat som presenteras i denna avhandling utgör grunden för fortsatt analys i jakten på de
proteiner som kanske kan komma att förklara uppkomsten av neurologiska sjukdomar.
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Preface
I entered the world of research more than five years ago when I started working on my
master’s degree project. That project as well as many of those that followed were related
to technology development in relation to neuroscience but I have also had the opportunity
to work with other fluids and disease areas.The brain is to me one of our most fascinating
organs and when it was time to put together a thesis structure, I decided to focus on
my work within neurological diseases. I truly enjoyed learning what we currently know
about the proteins that make up our brain and how they can been studied to understand
involvement in disease.
There is an overwhelming amount of studies published on disease associated proteins. So
instead of taking on the almost impossible task to cover everything, I decided to make use
of the unique opportunity I had: to write this book my way. And so, I decided to focus
on what I find most interesting; research that extends the limits of what we already know
and how the findings we make can add a small piece into the big puzzle of biology.
Everyone who has, or is about to get, a PhD knows that it is a long process that has
its ups and downs. In my work, while aiming to discover disease related profiles, I have
struggled to understand sample composition, systematic bias, effects of data normalisation,
the nature of antibody interactions and individual variation. Therefore, I have dedicated a
chapter of this book to the challenges we face in search for proteins associated to disease.
There have been times when I have felt like these challenges are preventing true biological
discoveries, however, I have come to believe that approaching a problem from different
angles is the key that will take us closer to the solution. It is really like they say; one
person can’t do it alone but we can all do it together. I hope you will enjoy reading my
book.

Anna Häggmark
December 2014
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Brain, cerebrospinal fluid and blood:
How to access the neuroproteome
In 1837, the first observation of a single nerve cell was described by Johannes Evangelist
Purkinje [1]. This was an important finding at a time when there was a vivid debate regarding the organisation of the nervous system. One group of scientists claimed that nerve
cells were fused together to form a tissue that could transfer nerve signals. Others instead
argued that the nerve system consisted of single cells that were physically connected to
each other [2]. Today, we know that the brain is composed of billions of neurons, axons and
synapses, making it one of the most complex structures currently known [3]. It is the organ
that processes information and together with the spinal cord, it controls and coordinates
our body. Neuronal function, signal transmission and cell to cell communication are processes mediated by proteins and alterations in protein levels can result in a dysfunctional
physiological state.
This thesis introduction aims to describe our current understanding of the neuroproteome
and its involvement in some of our most common neurological disorders. It also summarises
the technologies frequently used to study proteins and the challenges related to discovery
of disease associated protein profiles.

The brain
The brain has for centuries been the focus of anatomical and medical research aiming to
understand neurological processes and diseases. Tissues derived from postmortem brains
have yielded descriptions of main structures and regions with specific histological characteristics. These have during later years been complemented with mechanistic insights
of neuronal activity through emerging technologies [4]. The brain is composed of three
major structures; the two cerebral hemispheres including cerebral cortex, the cerebellum
and the brain stem (Figure 1). These structures can be further subdivided into numerous
1
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components and regions, including the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes, each
of which hold different functions. Several other specific regions have been associated to disease, such as hippocampus in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or substantia nigra in Parkinson’s
disease (PD).
Cerebral hemispheres

Parietal lobe
Frontal lobe
Occipital
lobe
Temporal
lobe

Cerebellum
Brain stem

Figure 1: The human brain is composed of three main structures; the cerebral
hemisphere including cerebral cortex, the cerebellum and the brain stem. The
cerebral hemisphere can be further subdivided into the frontal, temporal, parietal
and occipital lobes.
The cell population of the brain is commonly categorised into neurons and glial cells. Neurons, or nerve cells, are cells that transfer nerve signals throughout the body. A typical
neuron has a cell body with an axon and dendrite extensions responsible for transmission
of the electrical impulse. The axon ends in one or several axon terminals where neurotransmitters are released into the synapse, see Figure 2. These molecules then bind to dendrites
of the receiving cell, an interaction that induce alterations in membrane potential. When
the membrane potential reaches a certain threshold the cell depolarises along the axon, in a
process referred to as action potential, causing a new release of neurotransmitters into the
next synaptic space. Many neurons, both in the central nervous system (CNS) and in the
periphery have myelinated axons. These axons are covered by sections of myelin sheaths
that insulate the nerve and thereby enable faster signal transmission. Myelin is mainly
composed of lipids but also contains proteins such as myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein
(MOG), myelin basic protein (MBP) and proteolipid protein (PLP). The electric signal in
myelinated neurons distinctly jumps between non-myelinated areas known as the nodes of
Ranvier in a process referred to as saltatory conduction.
The other major cell type, glial cells, can be further subdivided into microglia, oligoden2
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Dendrites

Nodes of
Ranvier
Axon

Synapse

Myelin

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a neuron. Neurotransmitters released into
the synapse bind to dendrites on the receiving neuron, thereby inducing an action
potential along the axon.
drocytes and astrocytes. Microglia are equivalent to macrophages in the periphery and are
important components of the CNS immune system [5]. Upon interaction with pathogens or
damaged tissue, these cells enter an activated state acquiring phagocytic properties while
secreting inflammatory proteins. Oligodendrocytes on the other hand are cells mainly
responsible for myelin formation while astrocytes exhibit a number of various functions.
These include maintenance of the blood brain barrier (BBB) and regulation of neuronal
activity through synthesis or absorbance of neurotransmitters at the synaptic site. In addition to changes in molecular expression, astrocyte activation due to external stimuli can
initiate morphological changes and induce scar formation to limit CNS damage caused by
an inflammatory response [6].
The above-mentioned cell types are the main constituents of brain and proteins present in
this tissue is commonly studied through post mortem materials. Studies investigating the
stability of nucleic acids and proteins in post mortem brains indicate that these molecules
are relatively stable [7]. There are currently several protocols applied to preserve the
stability and structure of collected tissues. Two of the most commonly used include freezing
or formalin fixation followed by paraffin embedding [8]. Systematic collection of tissues
are for example performed within brain bank initiatives, where both formalin fixed and
frozen postmortem brains are available together with clinical information [9]. These tissue
collections are invaluable resources for neurological research but declining autopsy rates
and the variation in ethical and legal regulations among countries restrict their use.
Brain tissue has traditionally been analysed as either whole sections or homogenates.
Lately however, methods to more specifically isolate certain cell types, single cells or even
cellular components have emerged [10]. It is now possible, through technologies like laser
microdissection, to in detail study only certain brain areas or single cells. In addition,
protocols for isolation of cellular components are available and have for example enabled
3
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analysis of the synaptic environment [11]. This approach is especially interesting in the
context of diseases where not only certain regions but also cell types are affected. This
includes examples such as hypocretin producing neurons in narcolepsy or dopaminergic
neurons in PD.

Cerebrospinal fluid
The first observation of an intracranial fluid was described by the Egyptian Imhotep already
in 3000 B.C [12]. Although this observation was documented and made public at the
time, it was later forgotten and his documents not re-discovered until the 19th century.
Meanwhile, 400 B.C. Hippocrates made a similar observation of water surrounding the
brain and Claudius Galen a few hundred years after described an "excremental liquid"
that he believed to be secreted through the nose [13]. The first to observe ventrical liquid
was Nicholo Massa and he published his findings in 1536. Massa’s work together with
Emanuel Swedenborg’s later finding that fluid was dispensed in ventricles and spinal cord
was of great interest to the Swiss physiologist Albrecht von Haller. He, in 1747, presented
the theory of liquid secretion into ventricles and subsequent reabsorption in the base of
the skull and spine [12]. During that time, the general autopsy process was modified to
not include separation of the head from the body, an adjustment important for studies of
intracranial fluid. Domenico Felice Cotugno continued to extensively study formation and
absorption of this liquid and in 1842, Francois Magendie introduced the term cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF).
In 1664, Thomas Willis made what is believed to be the first observation of disease related
changes in CSF during examination of patients with meningitis. More than 200 years later,
Walter Essex Wynter treated tuberculous meningitis through a spinal tap and during the
same year, lumbar puncture was suggested as a method for diagnosis and treatment of
diseases [13].
Due to the scarce availability of tissue material, CSF is commonly used to study normal
and pathological states of the human brain. Despite the lack of spatial resolution that
is obtained through analysis of tissue, compounds present in CSF can give insight into
the physiological conditions of this well protected organ. In addition, CSF can be used
for diagnosis of several neurological disorders [14] [15]. This fluid has several functions,
including to decrease the apparent brain weight, to absorb physical force and to transport
nutrients and waste products in and out of the CNS. It is still, as described already in the
1890s, collected through the relatively invasive method of lumbar puncture.
As suggested by von Haller and Cotugno, the majority of CSF is formed in the choroid
plexus of the ventricles. This is a structure consisting of a monolayer of epithelial cells
4
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connected by tight junctions commonly referred to as the blood-CSF barrier (Figure 3) [16].
These epithelial cells secrete sodium into the ventricles, resulting in an osmotic pressure
and water transfer from the blood into the ventricular space. In adults, approximately 500
ml of water diffuse through the blood-CSF barrier per day and, since the total CSF volume
is 150 ml, the fluid is exchanged several times daily. The production rate has been shown to
vary, with maximum production during night and lower during day [17]. From the choroid
plexus, CSF flows from the first or second ventricle, through the third and into the fourth,
after which it divides into the cortical and lumbar subarachnoid space [18].

CSF

Blood

Figure 3: CSF is mainly formed in the lateral ventricles by filtration of blood
through the blood-CSF barrier.
Under normal physiological conditions, diffusion of proteins over the blood-CSF barrier is
restricted and its integrity is of great importance for protection of the CNS. Out of the
total volume, 99% of CSF is composed of water with the remaining percent shared by
proteins and other molecules such as nutrients and salts [18]. CSF protein content is to
80% represented by proteins originating from blood and only 20% of proteins are derived
from CNS [19]. The fluid has under normal conditions a total protein concentration of
approximately 0.5 mg/ml, more than 100 times lower than the concentration in plasma
or serum. Its protein composition is also less complex even though, similarly to blood,
half of the protein amount is composed of albumin and immunoglobulins [15]. Huhmer
et al summarised established reference intervals for 49 known CSF proteins, showing that
concentrations span at least nine orders of magnitude [20].
The exact mechanism of how CSF is drained into the systemic circulation in humans has
not yet been fully understood. However, two main routes have been suggested, namely
5
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the arachnoid granulations in the subarachnoid space of the cortical and spinal area as
well as drainage via the olfactory nerve into the lymphatic system. Through the outflow
of this proximal fluid into blood, it is possible to detect CNS components in serum or
plasma [21] [18].

Blood
In contrast to CSF, blood is a systemic fluid that acts as the main transportation system
of the whole body. Approximately half of the total blood volume is comprised of cells,
including erythrocytes (red blood cells), leukocytes (white blood cells) and thrombocytes
(platelets). The other half is represented by blood plasma, a liquid component mainly
containing water, but also soluble compounds such as proteins, carbohydrates, salts and
gases [16] [22]. The blood transports oxygen to and carbon dioxide from all cells in the
body and also facilitates transport of signalling molecules, nutrients and waste products.
The majority of plasma proteins are produced in the liver including albumin, the protein
constituting more than half of the total protein amount. A recent study by Kampf et al
more deeply investigated the human liver transcriptome and reported expression of more
than 12000 genes [23]. Among the most abundant transcripts were typical plasma proteins
like apolipoproteins, transferrin and fibrinogens. This study also showed that a third of the
expressed genes contained a signal peptide, indicating that approximately 4000 proteins
can potentially be secreted from this organ into blood. In addition to proteins secreted by
the liver, blood also contains molecules produced in other tissues and organs. As stated by
Leigh Anderson, most proteins are likely to appear in the systemic circulation at a certain
time point as a result of active secretion or tissue leakage [24].
Several efforts have aimed to establish the complete human plasma proteome and one of
the first was published by Anderson et al in 2004 [24]. In this study, plasma samples
were analysed in four parallel labs through several mass spectrometry-based approaches.
A list of 1175 proteins were reported, however, only 195 were detected with more than
one method and as few as 46 found using all approaches. Similarly, the Human Plasma
Proteome Project initiated analysis of one sample in 35 laboratories and assembled a list
of more than 3000 detected proteins [25]. This list was later reduced to 889 proteins and
the challenges of protein identification using mass spectrometry discussed, bringing up
high abundant peptides as one of the main reasons for low protein coverage [26]. Recently,
Farrah et al performed meta analysis of several public data sets and reported 3553 proteins
to have been identified in human plasma [27]. The proteins present in blood, either through
active secretion or tissue leakage, have been found to be present at concentrations spanning
eleven to twelve orders of magnitude [24]. In contrast to this wide range, the ten most
abundant proteins comprise about 90% of the total protein amount, greatly contributing
6
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to the complexity of this body fluid.
The reabsorption of CSF into circulation, as mentioned previously, provides an explanation
to how brain-derived proteins can be found in blood. The complex composition of blood,
including the presence of a few highly abundant proteins, pose a challenge in detecting
these and other low abundant molecules. Nevertheless, structural components of neurons
and other brain-derived proteins have been successfully detected in plasma of patients with
neurological disorders [28] [29]. This demonstrates that using the right tools, blood can
be a valuable source of information also in CNS focused research. Due to the minimally
invasive procedures and routinely collection of this sample material, blood-based assays
represent ideal tools for diagnosis and monitoring of disease progress.

7
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All proteins present in the nervous system can collectively be referred to as the neuroproteome. Currently, affinity-based technologies and mass spectrometry methods are the
two main approaches used to analyse proteins. Affinity proteomic methods are dependent
on reagents in the form of antibodies or other binder molecules such as antibody fragments, Affibodies or aptamers. These reagents are commonly used for protein profiling
through microarray technologies where multiple analytes can be measured in parallel using
only a few microliters of sample. Also, flexibility in the array setup allows for both single binder assays utilising direct sample labelling [30] as well as assays based on multiple
binding events, such as conventional ELISAs or proximity ligation assays [31]. In mass
spectrometry on the other hand, proteins are analysed through the mass to charge-ratio of
ionised proteins or peptides. This technology allows for profiling assays both through broad
peptide detection in shotgun approaches as well as targeted protein analysis by selected
reaction monitoring (SRM) assays.

Defining the neuroproteome
Both affinity proteomics and mass spectrometry methods have been used to analyse proteins of the nervous system. The neuroproteome can provide insight into what it is that
makes the brain different on protein level from other organs and tissues of the human
body. Such information can also be obtained by analysis of gene expression, as performed
in the field of transcriptomics. Even though the transcriptome might not be directly corresponding to the proteome, knowledge of the genes expressed provides information on what
proteins that could be present in a given sample. Many efforts aiming to study proteins
within neuroscience are, due to the limited availability of tissue and CSF from healthy individuals, based on samples from diseased patients. However, the following section is focused
on information obtained from individuals without known disease involvement.

8
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Transcriptomics
In transcriptomics, mRNA molecules are sequenced as a measure of gene expression. One
of the major initiatives aiming to create a map of the human brain transcriptome is the
Allen Human Brain Atlas based on histological and transcriptomic analysis [32]. The
data available in this atlas indicates that there is a variation in gene expression based
on the cell populations present in different brain regions. Another study, including 27
different tissues, performed transcriptomic analysis to map human gene expression in the
search for housekeeping and tissue enriched genes [33]. Fagerberg et al reported that 46
% of the genes were expressed in all tissues analysed and only 12 % appeared as tissue
enriched. A similar observation was made in a separate study, as reported by Ramsköld
et al [34]. They also concluded that genes commonly expressed in all tissues were mainly
represented by intracellular proteins involved in metabolism, transcription and translation.
In both these studies, brain was found to be among the tissues with the largest number
of expressed genes.Furthermore, it also displayed one of the most complex transcriptomes
and largest number of tissue enriched genes. According to Fagerberg and colleagues, 13992
genes were expressed in the cerebral cortex. Further analysis of these revealed 571 were
brain enriched, representing 13% of the total mRNA amount (Figure 4) [Sjöstedt et al,
submitted]. These 571 genes were overrepresented by membrane and extracellular proteins
involved in synaptic transmission, and in addition, localisation analysis on protein level
revealed staining of both neurons and glial cells.

The human genome

20329

Genes expressed in cortex

13992

Brain enriched genes

571

Figure 4: The brain transcriptome as reported by Fagerberg et al [33]. Out of
all 20329 human protein encoding genes (Ensembl v. 69), 13992 were expressed
in frontal cortex. Of these, 571 were found to be enriched in brain compared to
the other tissues analysed.
Several studies have investigated the correlation between transcriptomes and proteomes
[35]. In contrast to what perhaps could be assumed based on the central dogma, many
9
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of these studies indicate that the transcriptome alone does not predict the proteome. As
discussed by Haider et al, protein stability and half-life in combination with differential
translational efficiency might contribute to the differences observed. Also, limited sensitivity and bias in protein detection of the methods used for proteomics is a possible source
of error. On the other hand, Lundberg and colleagues reported a positive correlation in
their analysis using RNA and protein ratios in different cell lines [36]. To take the transcriptome one step closer to the proteome, there are emerging methods for profiling of the
translatome. Here, only mRNA molecules attached to ribosomal complexes are sequenced
and thus, only translated transcripts are detected. This approach has been used for profiling of rodent brains [37] [38] but so far, studies on human brain tissues are lacking. It
still remains to be seen if this approach will offer a better representation of the proteome.
Meanwhile, parallel efforts are ongoing to map the proteins of human brain.
Proteomics
Proteomic studies can be performed using whole tissue samples, isolated cells and body
fluids. There have been numerous studies aiming to discover disease related patterns
through proteomic profiling including healthy or disease controls, but systematic efforts
to establish the healthy proteome are still few. Although this thesis is focused on protein
detection in human body fluids, many proteins related to disease pathogenesis are most
likely originating from the affected tissue. Two recent publications describe how highresolution mass spectrometry have created a draft map of the human proteome and both
studies included brain as one of several analysed tissues [39] [40]. In these studies, as
well as several others addressing the brain proteome, the brain was represented by frontal
cortex. It is likely that many proteins expressed by neurons and glial cells in different brain
regions are similar, although different functions and distinct involvement in disease suggest
that regional differences are also to be found. To address this, several studies have aimed
to establish region-specific brain proteomes through various shotgun mass spectrometry
approaches [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46]. While identifying between 300 and 2500 proteins,
the overlap between different regions are low. However, as discussed by the authors, this
observation is perhaps reflecting differences in sample preparation procedures in addition
to true biological variation [46] [47] [48]. As for any sample type, membrane proteins pose
a challenge in terms of detection but through adapted sample processing procedures such
proteins have also been successfully analysed [49] [50].
Taking these results together, a great variety of proteins have been identified as components of the human nervous system. As also indicated by transcriptomic studies, the
proteins observed in different regions are believed to reflect the presence of specific cell
types. Through the development of laser microdissection technologies it has become possi10
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ble to also isolate single cells for further analysis. However, the branching of neurons and
close interactions with other cells types together with incompatibility of standard sample
preparation procedures have so far limited the use within proteomics [51]. Nevertheless,
it has enabled the isolation of both neuronal and glial cells for cultivation and subsequent
analysis of their proteomes [52] [5].
Regardless if tissue analysis is performed through homogenates or more sophisticated dissection techniques, the access of material within the field of neuroscience is limited. Instead
of tissue, CSF is commonly used to get an insight into the human brain proteome. The
total protein concentration of this fluid varies among individuals but usually ranges between 100 and 500 µg/ml in healthy adults [20]. In terms of protein composition, CSF is
similar to blood with more than half of the protein amount composed of albumin. Other
high abundant proteins include IgG, prostaglandin D2 synthase, transthyretin, transferrin,
cystatin C, α-1-antitrypsin and α-2-macroglobulin. The majority of these proteins are not
locally produced, but originate from blood [53]. Several studies have been performed to
establish the CSF proteome through the use of 2D gels coupled to mass spectrometry. Even
though methods were optimised regarding spot detection and protein identification, more
than 100 proteins were seldomly detected using this approach. In addition, the results were
largely affected by high abundant proteins [20]. The introduction of liquid chromatography and additional fractionation methods have increased the possibilities to detect a larger
number of proteins. In 2005, Zhang et al published a list of over 300 proteins from undepleted but fractionated CSF and concluded that the two largest groups were proteins
related to inflammation and protein synthesis or degradation [54]. A few years later, Pan
and colleagues complied a list of 2594 unique proteins identified based on three datasets
using different separation methods and mass spectrometry platforms [55]. They reported
that the majority of proteins were either related to CNS structure and function or of probable plasma origin. Another study by Zougman et al identified 798 proteins that were
overrepresented by involvement in neuronal processes and immune response [56]. In 2010,
almost all of the 798 together with approximately 2000 additional proteins were identified
in one single experiment as reported by Schutzer and colleagues [57]. In this study, the
inter-individual variation in terms of protein levels was compared to longitudinal samples
taken from the same person at least four weeks apart. This analysis revealed the longitudinal variation to be much lower compared to the variance between individuals. Also, a
recent study by Guldbrandsen et al identified over 3000 CSF proteins using several sample
preparation approaches and the researchers made these results publicly available through
the CSF Proteome Resource [58].
The protein composition of CSF has been reported to vary if collected from ventricles or,
as most commonly made, by lumbar puncture [59]. A decreasing gradient in brain-derived
proteins towards the spine has been described while proteins originating from meninges
11
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and blood have been found to increase in the same direction. However, as pointed out by
Bradner et al, this study was based on ventricular samples from different subjects than
lumbar CSF, introducing bias and unreliability to such extent that no conclusions should
be drawn. Bradner and colleagues instead measured the levels of four proteins derived from
the brain, meninges and blood in paired ventricular and lumbar CSF samples and could
not observe a concentration gradient for brain proteins [60]. On the other hand, meningeal
and blood proteins were again found as increased in lumbar CSF. A recently published
paper reports a more systematic analysis of CSF dynamics using mass spectrometry [53].
Again, a gradient was observed for blood derived proteins while concentrations of brain
proteins were stable. The authors discuss that because brain proteins are mainly diffused
into CSF in the ventricles early in the process of CSF formation, their concentration is
kept constant throughout CSF circulation. On the contrary, proteins from meninges and
blood probably diffuse into CSF at multiple locations in the subarachnoid space leading to
accumulation and increased protein concentration [18].
Proteins are often regarded as functional mediators and many diseases, including neurological disorders, are associated to protein dysregulation. The susceptibility of developing
disease is in some diseases linked to genotype, while in others no such association has been
observed. Instead, environmental factors such as viral infections or the interaction of genetics and environmental exposure have been found as related to disease onset. Regardless
of the underlying cause, proteins are highly likely to be involved in disease pathogenesis
and are commonly the focus of disease related research. The following sections describe
disease characteristics, the current understanding of protein involvement and explorative
efforts within some of the most common disorders affecting the nervous system.

Multiple sclerosis
Multiple sclerosis is one of the most common neurological diseases and it is primarily
characterised by both inflammatory and neurodegenerative components [61]. In these patients, myelin sheaths surrounding the axons are degraded, resulting in impaired nerve
function [62] (Figure 5). For 80% of patients the disease starts with what is referred to
as clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) where a brain lesion results in an acute episode of
symptoms. This can also occur in other conditions than MS, however if it is followed by
recurrent symptoms linked to additional brain lesions there is strong supporting evidence
for diagnosis of relapsing remitting MS (RRMS) [63]. At early stages, this subtype of
disease is characterised by periods of complete remission between clinical episodes. As
the disease progresses, the ability to completely recover is lost. More than half of RRMS
patients later develop a secondary progressive form of disease (SPMS) with gradual accumulation of disability. For approximately 20 % of all MS patients, the disease instead
12
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starts in a progressive fashion and patients in this subgroup are diagnosed as primary progressive MS (PPMS). In these patients, where clinical episodes can not be distinguished,
diagnosis require supporting evidence in the form of MRI imaging indicating spinal cord
lesions or alternatively, CSF oligoclonal bands. Such bands indicate the presence of antibody producing B-cell clones in the CNS but not in blood and can be observed for 90-95
% of all patients [62] [64]. These intrathecally produced antibodies are not specific for MS
although a higher number of bands are commonly detected in MS patients compared to
other neurological conditions [65].

Figure 5: Multiple sclerosis is characterised by demyelination of neurons.
Already in the 1970s, association of HLA genes to the development of disease was discovered, indicating the influence of genetic components [66]. Since then, numerous genetic
studies have been performed revealing MS as a genetically complex disease [67]. Several
environmental factors have also been suggested to be involved, including viral infections,
obesity, smoking and vitamin D levels [68]. Among viral infections, the Epstein Barr virus
(EBV) is the most widely discussed. Studies indicate that titers of anti-EBV antibodies are
increased before disease onset and that primary infection in adolescents appear to increase
the risk [69]. In addition, episodes of relapse in RRMS patients have been associated to
infections, especially with upper respiratory and gastrointestinal involvement. It has also
been shown that T-cells in the lung can acquire ability to enter the CNS [70]. This finding
supports the theory of infiltration of autoreactive lymphocytes as a possible mechanism
for at least a subset of patients. Another study by Hedström et al revealed interaction
between HLA genotype and smoking, also pointing in the direction of lung involvement in
disease development [71].
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CSF protein profiles
A comprehensive review by Farias et al summarises the proteomic efforts performed during
the last decade to study protein levels related to MS [72]. Even though no proteins so far
have been approved for clinical use, there are several proteins suggested as markers of
disease. Within MS, the majority of protein profiling studies have been performed using
mass spectrometry to compare protein levels in CSF from patients to a control group. Due
to the limited availability of CSF from healthy individuals, patients with other neurological
diseases (ONDs) have often been used as controls. Ottervald et al analysed 112 CSF
samples from MS patients and ONDs without inflammation using 2D gels coupled to mass
spectrometry [73]. Based on the results, they developed immunoassays for ten proteins
and analysed an additional set of 209 samples. Protein levels were found to differ not only
between MS patients and controls but also between different subtypes of disease. While
Ottervald and colleagues performed depletion and analysis of normalised protein amounts,
Stoop et al reported the use of undepleted CSF for protein profiling. They included
both inflammatory and non-inflammatory controls (iOND and OND) in their design and
could conclude that a larger number of differentiating proteins were found in comparison
with the non-inflammatory controls [74]. Based on this data, no differences between MS
subtypes were identified. Medium and high abundant proteins were the focus in a study
reported by Krooksven et al who performed label-free shotgun mass spectrometry analysis
of undepleted CSF samples [75]. Apart from IgG levels, all other proteins identified as
significantly different between the 17 RRMS patients and 17 ONDs analysed were found
to be lower in the MS patients. However, analysis of non-depleted samples with large
differences in high abundant proteins, such as immunoglobulins, potentially results a lower
chance of detecting other peptides. Despite differences in study design and methodology,
several proteins including contactin 1 and vitamin D-binding protein were found as disease
related in more than one of these studies.
All the above described used label-free methods for protein profiling. A study reported
by Comabella and coworkers explored the differences between CIS converters and nonconverters using an isobaric labelling strategy [76]. Subsequent verification was performed
using immunoassays of two separate sample collections revealing increased levels of chitinase 3-like 1 in CIS converters. Through the use of colour-coded beads, immunoassays can
also be applied in multiplex formats for protein profiling studies. As described in Paper
I, we have developed a protocol for CSF protein profiling using antibodies in combination
with the bead-based technology. Through analysis of in total 339 samples from MS patients, ONDs and iONDs, two proteins were found at altered levels among MS subtypes or
in MS compared to the controls. The levels of these two proteins, GAP43 and SERPINA3,
were subsequently verified in additional samples, as reported in Paper II.
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Protein profiles in blood
Even though CNS proteins are likely present in blood at low levels, brain-derived proteins
have successfully been detected also in this body fluid. In addition, symptoms appearing
in the periphery together with increasing evidence of involvement of additional organs
in disease development, suggest that peripheral factors reflecting MS pathology could be
found in the systemic circulation. Even so, the number of studies analysing blood-based
materials with proteomic technologies for discovery of MS related profiles are much lower
than reports based on CSF analysis [77]. In Paper II, we investigated disease related profiles
based on 443 plasma samples from an MS sample collection, also using the suspension bead
arrays. The majority of differences were observed when comparing SPMS patients to other
sample groups and the protein IRF8 was found to display the most interesting results.
In this study, we also performed immunoflourescent staining of human brain tissue for
proteins selected based on the CSF and plasma results. This analysis revealed neuronal,
astrocyte, microglial and astrocyte staining.
Autoimmune targets in MS
In addition to efforts on protein profiling, specificities of the IgG repertoire present in
both CSF and plasma of MS patients have been investigated through several different
approaches as reviewed by Fraussen et al [78]. Antibodies to the major components of
myelin have been extensively studied. Reactivity to MBP has been reported for 25-77%
of MS patients but also in ONDs and healthy controls. Another component, MOG, is
in fact the antigen used for induction of the commonly used animal model Experimental
Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (EAE). This protein has revealed IgG reactivity in both
MS patients as well as control populations, however in some studies with similar frequencies.
Interestingly, this reactivity appears to be highly dependent on protein conformation [79].
Additional proposed autoimmune targets include proteins expressed in neurons such as
neurofilaments, tubulin and neurofascin. Astrocyte and oligodendrocyte components have
also been suggested, for example KIR4.1, a membrane protein in one study found to display
higher reactivity in MS patients [80]. This discovery was made using a proteomics approach
where purified IgG from patient sera was investigated for reactivity to human brain tissue
lysate. While 2D-DIGE and subsequent MALDI analysis revealed the protein identity,
assays using protein fragments could map the reactivity to the N-terminal extracellular
loop. The initial results were verified in independent sample materials, however several
attempts to replicate this finding by other labs have failed to reveal differential reactivity
[81]. Current evaluation is pointing in the direction of glycosylation patterns as the cause
of discordant results. Another astrocyte protein, namely SPAG16 was identified as one of
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eight autoreactive targets by Somers et al using another approach [82]. They constructed a
cDNA library based on MS lesions and enabled multiplexed analysis of antibody reactivity
through a phage display system.
Antigen microarrays have also been utilised for the purpose of antibody screenings as
initially described by Kanter et al [83]. Their array contained 50 lipids from CNS that
enabled identification of a set of analytes differentiating MS patients from ONDs. Quintana
and colleagues later created a microarray with 362 myelin and inflammatory antigens and
could similarly distinguish patients from healthy controls using both IgG and IgM profiles
[84]. A different study design was used by Beyer et al who analysed CSF reactivity to over
300 proteins or fragments representing kinases, cell signalling and metabolic proteins [85].
The patients, 15 individuals diagnosed with RRMS, were compared to 15 subjects with
suspected CNS infection revealing differential reactivity towards 100 antigens. Two of
these, heat shock protein 70 and amyloid beta, was also reported as reactive by Quintana
et al. Analysis using a set of antigens not selected based on previous disease knowledge
represent a more unbiased approach, with potential of discovering novel autoantigens. As
we report in Paper IV, IgG reactivity in serum of 90 MS patients and ONDs was analysed
towards 11520 human protein fragments using planar antigen arrays. Verification was
performed for a selected set of antigens in an extended sample material including 376
patients and controls. Differential reactivity was observed for 51 antigens which currently
are under further evaluation in approximately 2200 MS patients and population-based
controls [Ayoglu et al, unpublished]. The results so far indicate anoctamin 2 as a potentially
novel autoimmune target for MS.
Interestingly, autoreactive antibodies related to MS have been found to be cross-reactive
to infectious antigens. Antibody fragments generated from blood lymphocytes of MS
patients revealed not only reactivity to MBP, but also recognition of LMP1, an EBV
membrane protein [86]. Hughes et al discovered cross-reactivity of bacterial antigens to
both MBP and MOG [87] and furthermore, T-cells in mice recognising MOG have been
shown to be polyspecific and also bind a fragment of neurofilament medium due to linear
sequence homology [88]. These findings implicate the potential of molecular mimicry as
an underlying cause of disease.

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is regarded as the most common motor neuron disease worldwide [89]. It is characterised by loss of both upper and lower motor neurons
(UMN and LMN) leading to muscle weakness and atrophy (Figure 6). More than 80%
of patients are affected by a sporadic form of disease (SALS) with yet unknown cause.
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The remaining are classified as familial ALS (FALS) based on family history of disease.
Genetic mutations have been identified for 75% of FALS patients and these discoveries
have greatly contributed to the current understanding of disease pathogenesis. The first
genetic mutation to be discovered, SOD1, is present in approximately 20% of FALS cases
while alterations in the more recently found C9orf72 is observed in 40% of familial patients. Another gene, RNA binding protein FUS (FUS), has been associated to early onset
ALS and additionally, mutations in TAR DNA-binding protein (TARDBP) were found in
5% of the FALS population. These four genes are the major genetic factors identified so
far and although mainly related to FALS, they have also been found in a few percent of
SALS patients. Three of them are related to RNA metabolism, and so are also additional
genes identified with mutations in smaller subsets of patients [90]. Genes related to protein degradation and autophagocytosis have also been associated to disease development.
Intracellular protein aggregates composed of ubiquitinated TDP-43, the protein product
of TARDBP, have been observed in surviving neurons for 90% of patients [89]. However,
such inclusions were also present in individuals without genetic mutation. In patients
with FUS or SOD1 mutations, these two respective proteins have instead been found to
form aggregates. The genetic components and aggregated proteins together indicate that
impaired RNA metabolism potentially lead to abnormal protein aggregation and that impaired clearance functions could be an underlying cause of disease [89]. Environmental
risk factors associated to disease have so far not been highlighted to the same extent as for
MS. Nevertheless, increased level of exercise, smoking and exposure to toxins are among
those mentioned [90]. Apart from the loss of motor neurons, neuropathological changes in
other brain regions have also been observed and approximately 15% of ALS patients are
also suffering from frontotemporal dementia (FTD) [89].

Figure 6: In ALS, loss of motor neurons result in muscle weakness.
The onset of ALS is characterised by limb dysfunction for 65% of patients (also referred
to as classic ALS) [91]. Diagnosis has previously been based only on clinical symptoms
of progressive muscle impairment according to the El Escorial criteria [92]. It describes
subclassifications of clinically definite, probable or possible ALS, depending on the number
of regions displaying UMN and LMN involvement. More recently, the use of neurophysiological technologies such as electromyography, have enabled further characterisation of
patients and such analysis is now included in the diagnostic procedure according to the
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Awaji criteria [93]. Patients with pure upper or lower motor neuron signs (PUMN and
PLMN respectively) are also observed and although not classified according to the diagnostic criteria, they are often clinically regarded as a form of ALS [94].
Disease associated proteins
Even though no protein markers are presently in clinical use, several have been suggested
based on analysis of body fluids. These proteins mainly reflect the process of neuronal
loss and include neurofilaments and TDP-43 [95]. A recent multi-center study reported
CSF analysis of seven suggested markers in six independent clinical sample sets and concluded that phosphorylated neurofilament heavy chain (NFH) was the only protein with
concordant results between centers [96]. This protein has also been successfully detected
at increased levels in blood of ALS patients [97]. Similarly, levels of TDP-43 have been
reported as increased in both CSF and plasma [98] [99].
To extend the knowledge on protein profiles related to disease, proteomic technologies have
been used for analysis of body fluids in the context of ALS [100]. One of the first reports, by
Ranganathan et al, revealed three proteins with altered CSF levels in 23 ALS patients compared to 31 healthy and neurological controls [101]. Two of these, transthyretin and cystatin
C, were detected at lower levels in ALS patients. The expression of transthyretin was in
the same study also shown to be reduced in spinal motor neurons. Another publication by
Pasinetti et al concordantly describes the levels of cystatin C as lower in patient CSF [102].
Instead of comparing ALS patients to controls, Brettschneider and colleagues investigated
CSF protein profiles of rapidly and slowly progressing disease [103]. Transthyretin was
also there reported as one of the main findings, with higher levels in patients with rapid
progression. One study based on multiplex immunoassays of CSF cytokines and growth
factors presented a panel of proteins distinguishing ALS from controls [104]. The authors
also reported levels of a subset of the suggested proteins as associated to genotype. So far,
corresponding reports of plasma have been limited. In Paper IV we addressed this by an
extensive plasma profiling study utilising the multiplexing capacity of the suspension bead
array assay. We identified three proteins, including neurofilament medium polypeptide
(NEFM), as elevated in plasma from ALS patients.
Autoimmune components
Autoimmune mechanisms have been suggested in ALS due to disease animal models induced by passive transfer of IgG from ALS patients [105]. Increased reactivity to neurofilament proteins compared to other neurological controls have been observed in both
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CSF and serum [106]. One study investigated if autoantibodies towards LRP4, as seen in
other disorders affecting motor neurons, were present in CSF and serum of ALS patients.
The study revealed that also in ALS, a subset of patients were reactive to this membrane
protein important for formation of neuromuscular junctions [107]. These two studies were
based on investigations of reactivity to proteins already suggested to be involved in disease
pathology. May and collegues instead used a more unbiased approach. They analysed
serum IgG reactivity towards more than 9000 full-length proteins in 20 ALS and 20 nondiseased controls and identified 20 proteins displaying increased ALS reactivity, several
with CNS related functions [108].

Narcolepsy
Narcolepsy is a rare disorder affecting the regulation of sleep and wakefulness. It is caused
by the loss of a specific type of hypocretin (also called orexin) producing neuron, resulting in a disturbed sleeping pattern [109]. In addition to impaired control of wakefulness,
these neurons are also involved in the dopaminergic reward system (Figure 7). Additional symptoms include excessive daytime sleepiness, cataplexy (sudden loss of muscle
tone) and hallucinations all of which are thought to be related to the lack of hypocretin [110]. The events leading to this neuronal loss is not yet understood but a strong
association of the HLA DQB1 genotype has been interpreted as an indicator of autoimmune involvement. Other genes have also been associated to disease, especially in the
few cases of HLA DQB1 negative narcolepsy patients. Several environmental factors have
been suggested to be involved, including streptococcal infection, seasonal influenza and
toxin exposure. Following the H1N1 influenza vaccination campaigns in several countries,
including Sweden and Finland, there was a dramatical increase in the number of reported
narcolepsy cases [111] [112] [113]. Mostly children and young adults were affected, but
other than a younger age of onset, the clinical phenotype were similar compared to sporadic narcolepsy [114]. Initial hypotheses of the cause included cross-reactivity reactions
and molecular mimicry of vaccine or adjuvant components to hypocretin or other neuronal
components. However this far, no commonly accepted explanation has been presented.
Nevertheless, the induction of autoimmune reactions by adjuvants is a known phenomenon
referred to as autoimmune inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants (ASIA), indicating that such mechanism may be plausible [115].
Several studies have found levels of hypocretin to be reduced in CSF from narcolepsy
patients, especially those with cataplexy [116] [117]. Dauvilliers et al reported for the first
time a broad profiling study using a panel of 12 cytokines in a multiplex immunoassay [118].
They analysed both CSF and serum and reported more differences in the blood-based
material. However, the low number of proteins significantly altered in CSF might be an
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Figure 7: In narcolepsy, hypocretin producing neurons in hypothalamus are lost,
resulting in impaired function of the wakefulness and reward systems.
indirect result of the lower number of samples analysed for this body fluid. To my current
knowledge, this is the so far only publication reporting a multiplexed protein profiling of
body fluids in the context of narcolepsy.
Human IgG purified from narcolepsy patient sera have revealed staining of rat brain sections. In addition, after passive transfer of patient IgG, impaired of sleep regulation has
been observed in animal models, suggesting pathological effects of circulating immunoglobulins [119]. In 2010, autoantibodies to tribbles homolog 2 (TRIB2) were found at higher
titers in serum of narcolepsy patients compared to other sample groups [120]. TRIB2
is a protein highly expressed in hypocretin producing neurons and levels of reactivity
were found to correlate to severity of cataplexy. Antibodies recognising hypocretin have
also been reported in serum of patients, however these antibodies do not appear to be
disease-specific [121] [122]. In Paper V, we present an autoimmunity profiling study of
the IgG repertoire present in serum from Finnish and Swedish narcolepsy patients using
11520 antigens. We reported three protein fragments, representing transmembrane protein 134 (TMEM134), Cytosolic 5’-nucleotidase 1A (NT5C1A) and Methyltransferase-like
protein 22 (METTL22), with higher reactivity in narcolepsy patients compared to controls. This finding indicates that reactivity to other proteins than TRIB2 are potentially
involved in disease and support further exploration of the autoimmunity repertoire within
narcolepsy.
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Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of dementia in the elderly population and
was described already in the early 20th century [123]. The molecular hallmarks of AD,
namely the amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (Figure 8), were not explained until
70 years later. Then, the amyloid beta precursor protein (APP) sequence was identified
and its cleavage into Aβ peptides and subsequent formation of extracellular plaques was
described. APP is a transmembrane protein that under normal physiological conditions is
cleaved by α-secretase to produce a soluble form of APP. Another enzyme, beta-secretase,
can also cleave the extracellular APP sequence but creates a longer residual protein than
the α-sectretase pathway. The remaining membrane bound protein is further processed
into peptides of different lengths by a third enzyme, γ-secretase [124]. One particular
peptide, Aβ42, is considered as the toxic component in AD plaques and is only produced
through the β-secratase pathway. The second hallmark, referred to as neurofibrillary tangles, is mainly composed of the protein tau. Tau is normally associated to microtubules
in neurons, however in AD brains the protein becomes hyperphosphorylated leading to
protein aggregation [125]. These two pathological changes are reflected in CSF and can be
measured as low levels of the Aβ42 peptide and increased levels of total and phoshorylated
tau [126]. Reports suggest that amyloid plaques represent the initial pathological process,
which is followed by neuronal injury [127]. However, clinical trials mainly aiming to reduce
the plaque load have so far not been successful in preventing cognitive decline [128].
Neurofibrillary
tangles

Amyloid plaques

Figure 8: A neuron with the characteristic AD pathology of intracellular tangles
and extracellular plaques.
Alzheimer’s disease is characterised by memory loss and progressive decline of cognitive
function that commonly starts as a condition referred to as mild cognitive impairment
(MCI). This term includes patients with mild cognitive dysfunction that have not yet
affected daily life [127]. Even though many MCI patients eventually develop AD or other
dementias, there can also be other reasons for the cognitive impairment and some patients
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even recover completely. Therefore, many studies have focused on identifying factors that
can predict patient outcome, preferentially at an early stage. It has been shown that
more severe symptoms, brain atrophy, evidence of plaques and tangles are among those
that can predict subsequent conversion into AD. The revised diagnostic criteria for AD
presented in 2011 suggested further subcategorisation of MCI patients based on CSF and
imaging markers for research purposes [129]. Presence of plaques and tangles have also
been observed in asymptomatic individuals and this finding results in limited specificity in
the use of CSF protein levels as clinical biomarkers. For this reason, Aβ and tau levels are
not incorporated as mandatory in the diagnostic routine [130].
Disease associated profiles
There is an ongoing debate whether the plaques and tangles cause the degeneration of
neurons or if disease process is initiated by other mechanisms. A lot of research has
aimed at understanding function and mechanism behind Aβ and tau, for example through
identification of additional proteins present in amyloid and tau aggregations [131] [132].
Several studies have also looked beyond these markers in the search of novel disease related
proteins. Two reviews published within the last years have comprehensively summarised
proteomic efforts aiming to discover blood-based markers of AD [133] [134]. They described
protein panels suggested to mediate the discrimination of patients and controls, both using
plasma and serum. Kiddle et al recently compiled protein profiling studies performed using
multiplex proteomic technologies. They concluded that four out of 163 proteins could
be reproducibly described as disease related in samples from five independent collections
[135]. These proteins were mainly α-1-antitrypsin, α-2-macroglobulin, apolipoprotein E
and complement C3. In addition, several others were reported to be reproduced in a
lower number of studies. Out of the in total 163 suggested AD markers, the authors
performed a large verification analysis of 94 proteins in 677 samples using SOMAmers.
They discovered disease related differences for nine proteins, including the four mentioned
above. Zurbig and colleagues also compiled a summary of AD protein profiling studies,
including a summary of efforts performed using CSF. Various mass spectrometry methods
have been employed to identify sets of proteins related to disease. Several have revealed
levels of both cystatin C and β-2-microglobulin to be altered. Simonsen et al reported a
truncated form of cystatin C as elevated while the full-length form of this protein as well
as the levels of β-2-microglobulin were decreased [136].
Both healthy individuals and AD patients have been described to have circulating antibodies recognising amyloid peptides [137]. In vitro, these antibodies have been shown to be able
to clear plaques but the function in vivo is still not known and AD patients have been found
to have higher titers of these immunoglobulins. The involvement of pathological autoan22
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tibodies have also been suggested with potential targets such as gangliosides, lipoproteins
and neurotransmittors. Nagele and colleagues investigated autoimmunity profiles of 149
individuals using microarrays with over 9000 human proteins [138]. They reported individual reactivity towards approximately 10% of proteins and presented ten antigens with
ability to distinguish patients from non-demented controls.

Parkinson’s disease
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a movement disorder characterised by loss of pigmented dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra [139]. The disease has a gradual onset usually with
initial fatigue and stiffness before appearance of the characteristic motor related symptoms of parkinsonism. These include resting tremor of hands or legs, gait disturbances
and bradykinesia as well as postural instability [140]. Motor symptoms can be successfully treated by administration of dopamine and parkinsonism has thereby been linked to
the loss of dopaminergic neurons. PD is also characterised by the presence of so called
Lewy bodies in neurons at multiple areas of the brain [141] (Figure 9). These aggregates
are mainly composed of an abnormally modified form of α-synuclein, a protein that is
normally present in the pre-synaptic terminal. However, these inclusions are not PD specific and can be found in other diseases, for example FTD. Lewy bodies have, similarly
to amyloid plaques, also been observed in asymptomatic individuals and their relation to
disease progress is yet unclear. Genetic mutations have been discovered as associated to
parkinsonism, one of the most commonly observed is the parkin gene [139]. This mutation
is associated to motor symptoms but usually not found in PD patients. The three genes
mainly associated with disease development are instead a-synuclein, leucine-rich repeat
serine/threonine-protein kinase 2 (LRRK-2) and glucosylceramidase (GBA), all related to
Lewy bodies but found only in a minority of patients. Examination of aggregates from
carriers vs. non-carriers have revealed indistinguishable characteristics possibly indicating
a heterogeneous disease mechanism leading to similar phenotypic attributes.
As a component of Lewy bodies, α-synuclein has been heavily studied in the context of PD.
The protein has been successfully detected in CSF with decreased levels in PD patients reported in several studies [142]. Due to additional expression of this protein in erythrocytes,
it has also been detected in blood. Efforts have been made to further characterise protein
components of aggregates [143] as well as protein levels in both CSF and plasma, to extend
the current knowledge or find novel disease markers [144]. The currently suggested markers
in body fluids are, apart from α-synuclein, proteins such as DJ-1, Apo A1, EGF and IL-8.
DJ-1 levels in CSF have been reported to increase in PD patients and correlate to disease
progression. Similar to α-synuclein, this protein is also produced systemically and therefore
levels in blood-based samples are more difficult to interpret. Levels of EGF and Apo A1
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Lewy body

Figure 9: A neuron with intracellular Lewy bodies as found in the brain of PD
patients.
have both been investigated using multiplex immunoassays as reported by Qiang et al and
Chen-Plotkin et al [145] [146]. These studies revealed protein abundance in plasma to be
associated to cognitive function and a predictor of disease development. A proteomic study
in CSF published by Abdia et al investigated protein profiles of PD, AD and Lewy body
demetia patients to healthy controls to find disease-specific proteins [147]. They concluded
that 72 proteins were specifically altered in PD, two of them identified as Apo H and ceruloplasmin. In 2009, Mollenhauer and Trenkwalder reviewed CSF biomarker discovery studies
performed in the field of movement disorders and concluded that all studies performed so
far were lacking verification experiments in independent materials [148].
It has been shown that transfer of serum IgG from PD patients have caused destruction
of neurons in substantia nigra [149]. Therefore, Han et al analysed the IgG repertoire in
a similar manner as reported for AD [150]. In total 120 serum samples from PD, AD, MS
and breast cancer patients were compared to 40 controls using over 9000 human proteins.
Based on the results, ten proteins were selected to display differential reactivity with higher
reactivity frequency in the PD group [150].

Disease commonalities
Although the disorders described above all have their specific features, many of them share
common characteristics such as inflammation, neurodegeneration or neuronal loss. The
CNS has been regarded as an immunoprivileged area through the restriction of cell and
compound transfer through barriers separating the brain from the systemic circulation.
The local innate immune system is mainly controlled by microglia responsible for the
first-line defence of infections and clearance of damaged tissues or cells [151]. However,
during inflammation the integrity of the blood-brain barrier is disrupted and CNS can be
infiltrated by a variety of immune cells [152]. In studies aiming to define disease-specific
proteins, inflammatory mediators are commonly included and not seldomly reported among
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the most interesting findings.
In addition to inflammation, degenerative features of disease are also common between
several disorders [153]. In MS patients, not only demyelination but also brain atrophy and
cerebrovascular impairment have been reported and in AD, brain atrophy is one of the
major pathological findings. Extensive atrophy leads to reduced brain volume and thereby
an increase in cavities to be filled by CSF. This reduces the turnover rate with accumulation
of compounds or altered protein concentrations as potential secondary effects [16]. The
process of neuronal loss or damage also releases structural components from cells that can
be used as markers of tissue damage. [154]. As one example, light, medium and heavy
chains of neurofilaments have been reported as increased in CSF from MS, ALS and AD
patients, also with concordant levels in serum [28] [155] [29] (Paper III). Also other common
disease markers have been suggested within several neurodegenerative disorders as reviewed
by Kroksveen et al [156].
The debate whether inflammation initiates neuronal damage or if injured cells cause inflammation at early stages of disease is a heavily discussed topic [157]. Infections, brain
injury and aggregated proteins have been shown to cause activation of the local immune
system. Although this activation per se does not cause damage to neurons, it can lead
to permeabilisation of the BBB and infiltration of immune cells or autoreactive antibodies [153] [158]. Other studies indicate that an initial event of neuronal damage leads to
inflammation as a seconday effect [159]. Regardless of the initiator, it is clear that inflammation has a strong association to neurodegeneration [160]. When extensive tissue damage
occurs, as opposed to controlled apoptosis, cellular components are exposed to the local
environment [161]. The danger model introduced by Polly Matzinger suggests that dying
cells send out danger signals that serve as activators for the immune system [162]. This
model could explain the widespread IgG reactivity observed both in healthy and diseased
individuals as reported by Nagele and colleagues as well as in Paper IV and V [138]. These
results also indicate that individuals with inflammatory conditions display a higher overall reactivity. According to this reasoning, the majority of antibody reactivates would be
classified as an epiphenomenon rather than the cause of disease [163]. This hypothesis is in
line with the lack of causative and pathogenic evidence reported for anti-myelin antibodies
in MS [164]. Nevertheless, autoimmune mechanism have been widely discussed as both the
underlying cause and for sustaining disease progress [153]. This hypothesis is supported by
the genetic association of several immune related genes to multiple autoimmune disorders.
HLA genotype is the major factor identified although it is not sufficient nor necessary
for disease development. The relation of EBV infection to MS or H1N1 vaccination to
narcolepsy also further implies the immune system to be a crucial component for disease
development.
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The above discussed disease commonalities can result in major effects in terms of protein
content and sample composition. Proteins related to inflammation or tissue damage can
indeed be of value for monitoring disease progression or treatment response, but are perhaps not optimal as disease specific features for diagnostics. The majority of disease related
neuroproteomic studies have so far focused on single diseases in comparison with either a
healthy control group or patients with other neurological diseases. These other diseases
include a wide variety of conditions, ranging from headache to tumours with or without involvement of inflammation. Due to the variety of controls used within neurological research,
Teunissen et al put forward a proposal for establishing common criteria and nomenclature
for control populations [165]. Their suggestion include discrimination between healthy
controls, neurological inflammatory controls, peripheral inflammatory controls and symptomatic controls. To investigate disease specificity of observed protein profiles, multiple
disease groups both with and without inflammatory components, BBB impairment and
neuronal damage should ideally be included.
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handling to individual variation
The field of proteomics has the potential to contribute to a better understanding of disease
mechanisms and to discover proteins for clinical use. However, the difficulty to reproduce
published findings is heavily discussed in the field because of the so far low success rate of
suggested markers making it into the clinic. A study of lab to lab variation reports that
proteomic assay results can vary greatly even though detailed instructions are provided
[166]. This observation indicates that variation is introduced by manual sample handling
but that such bias can be reduced by good training and standardisation. Nevertheless,
there are other sources of bias introduced at different stages of analysis that can affect the
study outcome [167] [168]. In the following, relevant factors such as sample preparation,
limitations of available technologies and inter-individual variation are discussed. These
factors are of importance not only for the field of neuroproteomics but for all efforts aiming
to discover proteins associated to disease.

Sample handling and preparation
Factors related to sample handling and preparation can be divided into pre-analytical and
analytical variables. The pre-analytical include selection of sample type, centrifugation and
storage conditions while analytical variables are related to the analysis method. Sample
depletion, fractionation, dilution and heating are all examples of such parameters (Figure
10).
Pre-analytical variables
The initial aspect of sample handling, also referred to as pre-analytical variables, describes
the collection procedure and how samples are treated until storage or further analysis.
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Figure 10: Sample handling and preparation procedures that might affect protein
detection can be divided into pre-analytical and analytical variables.
It has been shown that sample type (serum or plasma) together with collection tube,
selection of anti-coagulant and the time passing before sample centrifugation are all factors
with influence on the detectable plasma proteome. On the contrary, variation in storage
temperature and freeze-thaw cycles appear to have minor effects [169] [170]. These findings,
reported to be highly protein dependent, were based on mass spectrometry analysis but
are also supported by studies using the affinity proteomics approach [171] [172] [173] [174].
For CSF, the majority of proteins appear to be detectable at stable levels based on results
from mass spectrometry studies [175] [176]. For this fluid, there is instead a risk of blood
contamination during lumbar puncture. This has been shown to not necessarily affect the
detection of brain derived proteins but to alter the levels of proteins partially or mainly
derived from blood. [53] [177]. Due to the increased awareness of these effects, guidelines
and standardisation protocols for sample handling are emerging [178] [166]. In addition,
central organisations such as the International Society for Biological and Environmental
Repositories (ISBER) have delevoped protocols for documentation of the most critical preanalytical parameters as summarised in the Standard PREanalytical Code (SPREC) [179].
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The published reports on protein stability indicate that the majority of proteins appear to
be relatively stable both when detected by mass spectrometry and affinity based methods.
Nevertheless, due to the observed protein to protein variations, this subject requires further
exploration before general conclusions can be drawn.
Analytical variables
Apart from pre-analytical variables, the analysis outcome for a given sample prepared in
a certain way can still vary depending on several sample preparation parameters, also
referred to as analytical factors. These include altered sample composition by depletion,
fractionation or enrichment and sample treatments such as dilution, enzyme digestion
or heating. In shotgun mass spectrometry analysis for example, high abundant proteins
are commonly depleted using e.g. affinity columns [180]. Although such procedures are
required for this method to detect proteins of low abundance, they potentially also affect the
detection of other proteins [181] [182]. It it likely that additional proteins are co-depleted
either in the form of complexes with high abundant proteins or through interactions with
column components. So not only is the original composition of samples altered, but proteins
potentially reflecting disease might be lost in the process.
In addition to depletion, sample digestion is a common sample preparation procedure in
mass spectrometry based studies. The majority of information currently available about
proteins and proteomes has been generated using this technology and the absolute majority
of these studies used trypsin for digestion. The selection of this enzyme for conversion of
proteins into peptides can almost be considered as standard procedure, although there
are other alternatives. In one study comparing protein abundance as generated by not
only trypsin but also chymotrypsin, Lys-C and Lys-N, a positive correlation was observed
for enzymes with similar digestion patterns. However for enzymes with different cleavage
preferences, the results varied greatly. [183] A study in CSF also revealed similar results and
concluded that a combination of several enzymes generated the best coverage of protein
sequence [184]. Based on these observations, the plasma and CSF proteomes as described
today are biased favouring proteins suitable for trypsin digestion and there are most likely
new proteins to explore with other approaches.
The procedure of sample preparation often needs to be adapted depending on the type of
analysis to be performed. In mass spectrometry-based methods, depletion and digestion
of proteins are commonly applied while for affinity proteomic approaches, dilution factors,
buffer components and heat treatments are of importance. For antibody suspension bead
arrays, direct labelling of samples enable highly multiplexed protein profiling using antibodies as affinity reagents. In these assays a dynamic range of more than three orders
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of magnitude is commonly observed, although largely depending on the antibody-antigen
interaction [30]. Dilution factors are optimised to enable detection of proteins within the
dynamic range, however in such multiplexed analyses, optimal conditions cannot be applied
for all included analytes. Another analytical parameter used in these assays are heating of
samples. It is performed for epitope retrieval, a process believed to enable epitope exposure
by alteration of native protein structures. The effect of this treatment is highly antibody
dependent, but it has been shown to increase the detected signals for the majority of antibodies generated within the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) in both plasma [30] [185] [186]
and CSF (Paper I). Protein profiles generated with this technology are also affected by
parameters such as buffer composition.
In other words, sample handling and preparation procedures might alter protein composition or representation to such extent that disease related profiles cannot be found. In
studies related to neuroscience where proteins originating from CNS can be assumed to
be present at low levels, it is important to be aware of the effects of sample processing
and to keep the preparation procedure to a minimum. Even though the plasma proteome
with its impressive dynamic range poses a great challenge in terms of detectability, there
are emerging methods also in the field of mass spectrometry where human plasma can be
analysed without depletion [187]. Also, to reduce the impact of manual handling, methods
for sample preparation performed in a single step are developed [188]. Although the latter
has so far been applied to cell lysates, it clearly paves the way for future analysis of also
other sample materials where extensive sample preparation is required.

Limitations of technologies and assay systems
As mentioned above, sample preparation procedures vary depending on the method of
analysis. In addition, every technology comes with its advantages and tradeoffs in terms of
throughput, multiplexing capacity, robustness and sensitivity. In addition to providing a
framework for study design, the method of choice also influence result characteristics and
consequently the conclusions that can be drawn based on the study outcome.
In mass spectrometry, protein detection is commonly mediated through mapping of detected peptides. By increasing the number of unique peptides required for protein identification, the certainty of correct identifications can similarly be increased. This technology
has the advantage of potentially analysing thousands of proteins in one assay, however with
a tradeoff in respect to limited sample throughput. Currently, isobaric labelling strategies
allow up to ten samples to be analysed in one assay and multiple assays can be performed
to increase the sample size. Another drawback is the extensive sample processing procedures required for detection of low abundant proteins. The time spent on reducing sample
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complexity can however be shortened for targeted mass spectrometry analysis by SRM
assays. In such analysis, the number of analytes are instead pre-selected and limited and
protocols have been described for both plasma and CSF analysis [189] [187] [190] [191].
Despite less extensive sample fractionation, this method has higher sensitivity compared
to shotgun approaches and has shown comparable limits of detection as established sandwich immunoassays [192] [193] [194]. For affinity-based methods, new technologies have
emerged enabling single molecule detection either using beads and femtoliter microtiter
plates [195] or molecular counting of detection antibodies in a capillary system [196]. Both
these technologies however so far only measures one analyte at the time and, as is also the
case for many sandwich ELISAs, require larger sample volumes than direct labelling based
protocols.
In contrast to methods with single molecule detection, affinity-based technologies using a
single binder and direct labelling approach have the great advantage of multiplex analysis of both samples and analytes. However for these assays, the greatest challenge is to
evaluate antibody selectivity. This can be achieved through development of sandwich immunoassays or by immunocapture approaches with mass spectrometry-based readout [186].
An alternative is to use several independent antibodies for the same target in parallel in
the single binder setup and evaluate the correlation of antibodies as an indication of antibody selectivity. Multiple antibodies can also be combined in methods such as sandwich
or proximity ligation assays where more than one binding event is required. Because of
this, such assays are generally regarded to have an intrinsically higher specificity.
In efforts analysing the proteome or investigating disease related profiles, protein detection
is mediated through either peptides or interactions with antibody epitopes. In body fluids
such as blood and CSF, truncated forms of proteins and endogenous peptides are also
present. These might provide valuable information, like for example the Aβ peptide within
AD [197]. In CSF, endogenous peptides have been identified as originating both from
high abundant and neuronal proteins of both soluble and membrane bound character [198]
[56]. By expanding the detection of a protein to be based on several peptides for mass
spectrometry analysis and similarly, multiple reagents in affinity proteomics, it is possible
to reveal additional information of the protein or its fragments. Fragments can on the other
hand also pose a challenge for technologies requiring multiple binding events to occur and
a lack of signal could be misinterpreted as protein absence.
The presence of protein fragments as well as modified proteins can affect analysis outcome
regardless of the technology used for analysis. Similarly, the representation of proteins for
analysis of antibody reactivity can greatly influence the interactions detected. Autoantibodies to modified proteins have been identified for example within the field of rheumatoid
arthritis [199] and in assays based on unmodified proteins, these reactivates are conse-
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quently not observed. Differences in reactivity to full-length proteins and fragments or
peptides have also been reported. In one study, reactivity towards the full length versions
of myelin proteins MBP and MOG were found to be similar in MS and OND patients. In
the same study, reactivity to certain peptides was on the contrary found to be differentiating between sample groups [79]. Similar results were observed for antibodies towards
aquaporin 4, also in the field of MS, where patients negative in a cell based assay showed
reactivity to the protein when represented by peptides [200]. Epitope mapping efforts have
been performed using peptide arrays, revealing the minimal sequence required for interaction [201] [202]. How well this reactivity translates into recognition of a full-length and
native protein as present in a biological system was discussed recently by Forsström and
colleagues [203]. They showed that reactivity to peptides with sequences present in multiple
proteins did not translate into reactivity to all the corresponding larger fragments.

Inter-individual heterogeneity
Any given protein assay of samples identically collected and analysed from a group of
individuals will most likely display a variation in the obtained protein levels. The ultimate
aim in studies investigating disease related profiles is to discover proteins that accurately
can diagnose or predict disease development. In an ideal case, the protein should be able
to classify patients with 100% specificity and 100% sensitivity. In reality however, finding
such protein markers has proven to be difficult. In most studies, variation in protein levels
are observed between individuals within a sample group. In addition, there is commonly
also an overlap in levels of different sample groups, even for analytes reaching statistical
significance.
In addition to diseased states, genetic predisposition, environmental factors and lifestyle
also affect the physiological state of our bodies. These parameters can be summarised as
non-analytical variables and have in common that they are not controllable at the time of
analysis (Figure 10). There have been efforts initiated to evaluate the association of such
non-analytical variables to protein levels in addition to disease associated changes [204].
Enrot and colleagues presented a study based on 92 proteins in more than 1000 samples
from a population-based cohort. They reported that up to 56% of variation in proteins
levels could be explained by non disease related factors such as lifestyle.
Efforts within the field of genomics have identified genes and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated to both ethnic populations and disease. In recent years there
has been a growing interest to also understand how our genes influence protein abundance.
The identification of so called protein quantitative trait loci (pQTLs) have so far revealed
more than hundred genes related to the level of certain proteins [205] [206]. Genetic predis32
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position is not only proposed to affect protein levels but also to alter molecular properties
through for example the paratopes of T-cell and B-cell receptors. HLA genotype has been
suggested to affect the T-cell receptor population and some alleles have even been associated to recognition of certain peptides [207]. In addition to genetic variation, both T-cell
and B-cell receptors are assembled through a process referred to as V(D)J recombination,
generating an impressive diversity of receptor specificities. This process explains how even
genetically identical individuals can differ in their ability to recognise certain antigens. Bcell receptors can be expressed in both a membrane bound and soluble form and the soluble
format is equivalent to what we generally call antibodies. Their natural function is to protect the body from invading pathogens through either activation of the complement system
or of other effector cells. Antibodies reactive to human proteins have been investigated
in the search for disease related autoantigens however, at the time of writing, there are
no systematic efforts published addressing antibody specificities in a healthy population.
The reactivity patterns observed in Paper IV and V, as well as reported by others [138],
indicate an extensive inter-individual variation in terms of reactivity. This heterogeneity
further complicates the search for disease-specific profiles and emphasise the importance
of large sample sets in studies with such aim.
The two non genetic factors most widely discussed as potential confounders in protein
profiling studies are age and gender. Hormonal levels such as oestrogen and progesterone
are inherently related to gender and these have been shown to have secondary effects on
protein expression [208]. Also in autoimmune diseases in general, there is a bias towards
higher prevalence among women [209] [210]. One hypothesis of the underlying mechanism
is involving the process of X chromosome inactivation that occurs in females. If this
inactivation is skewed resulting in expression of a slightly altered protein, it could cause
failure in recognition of self and thereby activation of the immune system [211]. Parkinson’s
disease on the other hand affects more males than females. In this disease, even the clinical
characteristics vary between genders possibly due to the protective effect of oestrogen on
dopaminergic neurons [212]. The ageing brain is characterised by reduced brain volume
also for individuals without neurological symptoms [213]. As mentioned above, a secondary
effect of brain atrophy is increased ventricular space and thereby CSF volume. Several
studies have been performed to evaluate the age related changes of protein levels in CSF
and concluded that the majority of proteins are present at stable levels [54] [214]. Proteins
identified as changing were found to be involved in inflammatory processes and response
to injury [215].
Inflammatory processes can, in addition to ageing, also be induced by other diseases.
Throughout life, all humans encounter numerous infections and various diseases that can
induce an inflammatory response. Individuals included in medical studies, both as patients
and healthy or diseased controls, are often well characterised and selected based on specific
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inclusion criteria. However, studies of disease related proteins such as Aβ and tau in AD
indicate that pathological protein patterns are present long before onset of clinical symptoms [216]. This highlights the possibility that individuals currently displaying symptoms
of a certain disease potentially also are in pre-symptomatic stages of others that could
affect their protein levels.
As discussed above, genetic variation, age, gender and other non-analytical variables can
affect the levels of proteins present in our bodies. The diseases discussed in this thesis can
all be regarded as complex as the patient populations are heterogeneous in terms of for
example genetic background, clinical phenotype and disease progression. In most complex
diseases, patients are further subclassified as a way to assess this diversity. For example
within ALS, family history is used to assign patients as either FALS or SALS. Furthermore, among FALS patients, several different genetic mutations have been associated to
disease. The role of these genes and their products in disease development have not yet
been understood but the involvement of several genes perhaps suggest different underlying molecular mechanisms even within this subgroup of patients. Detailed stratification
according to available information can be used to form well defined subgroups of patients.
However, further sub-classification of subjects result in smaller sample groups and consequently, larger sample collections are required to also take into account the non-disease
associated variation in protein levels.
The majority of studies currently performed aiming for discovery of diagnostic markers are
based on retrospective materials with samples collected at a time point reflecting diagnosis
rather than disease onset. In such studies, analysis of samples obtained in the present aims
to elucidate the events in the past related to development of disease. Prospective studies offer an alternative approach where individuals are followed over time with repeated
sample collections. Such population based longitudinal studies have been initiated for epidemiological purposes but also for genomic, transcriptomic, metabolomic and proteomic
investigations. One Swedish initiative is the LifeGene study in which 500 000 individuals will be followed and samples collected together with information on environmental
exposure and lifestyle factors. This longitudinal sampling strategy offer a unique possibility to not only follow patients over time, but also to provide sample material collected
before disease onset thus serving as individual baselines. Through the emerging protocols for standardisation of sample collection and collaboration with established biobanks,
these sample collections will most likely be important contributors of future disease related
research.
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The work presented in this thesis is based on protein profiling of human body fluids using
affinity reagents and microarray technologies. In the field of neuroscience, analysis of
not only plasma or serum, but also CSF, is of interest for discovery of disease related
protein levels. Therefore, the main aim has been to establish analytical protocols for
profiling of human samples on microarrays and to apply these protocols within several
disease areas.
The availability of reagents is often a limiting factor in affinity proteomic studies. To meet
the needs of the research community, there are several initiatives aiming at large scale
production of antibodies and other binders. One such initiative is the Human Protein Atlas
project, which since 2003 has worked towards generating antibodies to all human proteins
[217]. The production pipeline is initiated by selection of a gene sequence corresponding
to 50-150 amino acids with low homology to other human proteins. This sequence is
cloned and expressed in E. coli as a protein fragment fused to a hexahistidine tag and an
albumin binding domain. The tag is used for protein purification and the resulting product
immunised into rabbits for generation of polyclonal antibodies. Antibodies are retrieved
through affinity purification using the same antigen as for immunisation and referred to
as monospecific antibodies. Antibody selectivity is evaluated through antigen microarrays
where 384 antigens, one of which is the fragment used to generate the antibody, are printed
on planar glass slides. These arrays are continuously produced using new sets of antigens
to match the antibodies sequentially generated within the project. Antibody validation is
followed by analysis of proteins in human normal and cancerous tissues as well as cell lines
in order to create an atlas of human protein expression. The current version, v.13, holds
over 24000 antibodies together covering 83% of the human protein encoding genes. This
atlas represents the first draft of the tissue-based human proteome as investigated by an
affinity proteomics approach.
The antigens and antibodies produced within the Human Protein Atlas are valuable tools
for protein profiling of human body fluids. Protein levels in plasma, serum or CSF can be
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investigated using the antibodies in combination with the suspension bead array technology.
Also, the antigen arrays produced for antibody validation offer a platform for screening of
antibody reactivity in a high-throughput fashion (Figure 11). These tools were utilised in
all papers included in this thesis, as described below.

Figure 11: Overview of the Human Protein Atlas workflow and the use of the
reagents for profiling of human body fluids.
For protein profiling, antibody arrays can be generated using the suspension bead array
technology and up to 384 analytes analysed in parallel. Through the use of microtiter
plates, this approach allows for profiling of 384 samples in one assay while only requiring
a few microliters of both plasma, serum and CSF. The possibilities for multiplexing in
terms of both analytes and samples are obtained through a single binder assays combined
with a direct labelling approach. The beads used are magnetic, colour-coded microspheres
containing three internal fluorescent dyes. The ratio of these dyes determine the identity
of the bead and each identity is assigned to a specific antibody. After immobilisation, all
bead identities are mixed, thereby creating a bead array in suspension. The samples to be
analysed are prepared by dilution and protein content labelled using biotin. After a second
dilution, the labelled samples are heat treated before incubated with the bead array. This
heat treatment procedure appears beneficial in the single binder setup, potentially through
disruption of protein structure resulting in epitope exposure. After incubation, unbound
proteins are washed away and interactions detected through a streptavidin conjugated
fluorophore. The relative intensities obtained are displayed as median fluorescent intensity
(MFI) and subjected to statistical analysis in order to evaluate protein profiles associated
to disease (Figure 12A).
Screening for specificities of circulating autoantibodies is possible through utilisation of
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antigen microarrays. Autoimmunity has been suggested to both cause and mediate disease progress in several disorders, however for the majority, the autoantigen has not yet
been discovered. The antigen arrays produced within HPA offer tools for high throughput
screening of antibody interactions using less than one microliter of plasma or CSF for each
batch of 384 antigens. In this setup, diluted samples are incubated with the planar microarrays and interaction detected by a labelled secondary antibody. Reactivity is defined
by application of sample specific cutoff levels and the reactivity frequency in different sample groups compared (Figure 12B). The planar arrays are produced in such format that
21 samples can be analysed on one slide. Screening of antibody repertoires is usually performed in 80-160 samples resulting in selection of a subset of interesting antigens. These
antigens are then immobilised on beads and reactivity in a larger sample material analysed
using the bead array technology.
(A)

384
1

2

3

MFI

96 x4

384

%

(B)

384 x N

Figure 12: (A) Protein profiles of human body fluids are generated by direct
labelling of samples and a single binder assay. (B) Autoreactive antibodies are
detected using antigen microarrays and a labelled secondary antibody.
The papers presented here have all utilised the multiplexing capacity of the above described array technologies for profiling of proteins and antibodies in human body fluids.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, analytical challenges such as sample handling and
individual variation can influence the results obtained in profiling studies. Below, the
five papers included in this thesis are described together with the challenges faced while
performing this work.

Paper I: CSF protein profiling within MS
Cerebrospinal fluid, as a proximal fluid, potentially contains valuable information of the
physiological status of the brain. This fluid is routinely collected as a part of the diagnostic procedure for several diseases, including MS. Therefore, the suspension bead array
technology that previously was used for protein profiling of human plasma and serum samples [174] was now adapted for analysis of proteins present in CSF. The developed protocol
was then applied to perform protein profiling of samples from an MS cohort, including several MS subtypes (RRMS, SPMS, PPMS) as well as patients with other inflammatory and
non-inflammatory neurological diseases (iOND, OND). Assay development was performed
using 65 samples and 71 antibodies targeting 69 proteins with potential disease relevance.
An extended set of 339 samples were analysed for verification of the initial findings.
Assay development
As a starting point, CSF samples were analysed according to the plasma profiling protocol
with minor adjustments in dilution factors. The results revealed a higher median intensity
for all antibodies in MS patients compared to controls. To evaluate whether this observation
was a result of analysing only disease related proteins, a set of 384 non-selected antibodies
sequentially produced within the Human Protein Atlas was used. This analysis revealed a
similar result, indicating the presence of a systematic bias in the obtained data. At this
stage, the data was further related to clinical information, revealing a positive correlation
between signal intensities from the bead array and IgG quotient. IgG quotient reflects the
levels of IgG in CSF compared to blood and is used as indication of intrathecal production
of antibodies as frequently seen in MS patients. Also, the corresponding information
on albumin quotient suggested the levels of albumin to be related to intensity levels in
the protein profiling assay. This bias was probably caused by interactions of the high
abundant proteins to the beads or immobilised antibodies. To reduce this effect, the
PBS dilution buffer used at labelling was supplemented with bovine serum albumin (BSA)
and rabbit IgG at concentrations higher than the total protein concentration of samples.
This adjustment reduced the systematic effect and revealed a result where the majority
of proteins were observed with similar levels in MS patients and controls (Figure 13). A
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Based
on the initial results from analysis performed during assay development, 43 proteins
!"#$%&'=)'O%.P&"+'A&G&A1'"+'C?'3+/'KLM'
were selected for further investigation. In single binder assays, detection is mediated by one
antibody and therefore, this format has inherent lower specificity compared to for example
dual binder assays. The reported intensity from a single binder assay can not be used
to distinguish between on-target protein capture, the capture of a protein in a complex
or the off-target interaction for example in absence of the intended protein. One way to
come about this is to use multiple independent binders towards the same protein in parallel
or, alternatively, to combine such binders into dual binder assays. In this study, several
antibodies targeting the same protein were included in the single binder analysis and their
correlation evaluated to increase confidence of the protein profiles observed. After analysis
of all 339 CSF samples, two proteins of special interest were selected. The first protein,
neuromodulin or growth-associated protein 43 (GAP43), was observed at lower levels in
39
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the most progressive form of disease (Figure 14A). This protein is important for axonal
regeneration and has previously been found at lower levels in lesion areas of MS brain tissue.
Lower levels of this protein in CSF could indicate extensive lesion activity and inability
of regeneration, a feature believed to characterise MS patients with progressive disease.
CSF levels of this protein were supported by three antibodies independently generated
within HPA. They all showed a highly correlating result in the assay performed at 56◦ C,
but only one of them appeared as functional in detection of differences between groups
with heat treatment at 72◦ C. For the other protein with differential protein profiles, α1-chymotrypsin (or serpin peptidase inhibitor clade A member 3, SERPINA3), the two
antibodies used revealed correlating results when analysed at both temperatures. This
protein is involved in the acute phase response to inflammation and was found as increased
in all MS subtypes as well as in the in the inflammatory controls (Figure 14B). This finding
highlights the importance of control group selection and the influence of common disease
characteristics.
Proteomics 2013, 13, 2256–2267
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albumin levels in CSF can vary in relation to disease and give rise to analytical bias. Here,
we showed that this bias can be reduced by adjustment of buffer composition, enabling
profiling of also this body fluid with the bead array technology. This method was subsequently applied for analysis of a selected set of 69 proteins potentially related to disease
and two proteins, GAP43 and SERPINA3 found to display disease related levels. The
established protocol allows for further exploration of proteins in CSF within other disease
areas both to evaluate the disease specificity of the two above-mentioned proteins as well
as for discovery of novel disease related protein profiles.

Paper II: Antibody-based analysis of plasma, CSF and brain tissue
in MS
In this study, plasma samples from an MS sample collection was the starting point for
antibody-based profiling exploring disease related proteins. Initially, antibodies used for
analysis with the suspension bead arrays were not selected based on previous knowledge
but were included solely based on the continuous production in the HPA pipeline. The
antibodies were utilised for analysis of 26 plasma samples from MS patients and healthy
controls. The two sample groups were compared and a subset of antibodies selected for
further analysis using a larger sample material, also including disease controls in the form
of OND and iONDs. At this stage, also antibodies representing previously reported MS
related proteins were included, resulting in analysis with 384 antibodies on in total 172
samples. As a next stage of verification, an increased number of both plasma and CSF
samples were profiled and the antibodies reported in Paper I also included.
During analysis of plasma samples in the third stage of this study, it became apparent that
the levels of some of the proteins were affected by pre-processing procedures. Although
considered as one cohort, samples were taken at two hospital sites and collected over several
years. The samples were received in several shipments, roughly reflecting collection year.
Through principle component analysis of the entire dataset based on analysis with 101
antibodies, the site of collection was identified as the major factor contributing to bias
related to pre-processing. Therefore, samples from only one of the hospitals were selected
for the final analysis. In addition, the effect of shipment, labelling plate as well as individual
information on age and gender were accounted for as covariates in a regression model.
Based on the analysis of plasma and CSF, six proteins were selected for analysis of human brain tissue. Levels of interferon regulatory factor 8 (IRF8) and interleukin 7 (IL7)
were both found as decreased in plasma of CIS patients in remission and IL7 levels also
elevated in plasma of SPMS patients. Two other proteins, methyltransferase-like protein
14 (METTL14) and solute carrier family 30 family 7 (SLC30A7) were on the other hand
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found to be decreased in SPMS patients. Staining of human brain revealed neuronal stainJournal of Proteome
Research
ing for IL7,
IRF8 and METTL14 while the antibody for SLC30A7 stained blood vessels
and microglia. IRF8 profiles in both plasma and CSF as well as tissue staining results are
presented in Figure 15.

Plasma

Article

CSF

Figure 15: Levels of IRF8 in plasma were found to be lower for CIS patients
in remission while no significant differences were observed in CSF. Staining of
human brain tissue revealed a neuronal staining pattern. Scale bar: 10 µm.
GAP43, the protein reported as decreased in CSF of SPMS patients in Paper I, was also in
this study observed as decreased in plasma, although only with one of the three antibodies.
CSF samples included in this study were partially overlapping with the previously reported
analysis, however the additional 234 samples confirmed the already presented finding. The
same was concluded for SERPINA3 for which both antibodies again revealed protein levels related to inflammatory characteristics of disease. For this protein, no disease related
levels were observed in plasma. Protein profiles for paired plasma and CSF were subjected
to correlation analysis but no direct correlation between the two fluids was observed. In
staining of brain tissue, the antibody for GAP43 revealed axon-like staining patterns in
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single or multiple lesions could be identiﬁed. The majority of
lesions were localized at the border between gray and white
matter expanding into the latter (Figure 5A−D). Most plaques

distribution of selected targets in glia cells either by expression
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Figure 5. Expression of candidate proteins in human MS brain tissue. Selected antibodies were applied to three to four
16: lesions.
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Figure 2. Differences in protein levels between amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients and controls. Three antibodies targeting NEFM,
RGS18, and SLC25A20 were found to reproducibly show significant differences between ALS patients (n = 367) and controls (n = 101) (P-values
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teins were included. For NEFM, RGS18 and SLC25A20, none of the additional antibodies
showed correlating results. Instead, they all displayed signal intensities in the range of background noise, indicating that the intended protein target was not captured. The absence
of detectable protein could have many explanations, for example epitope unavailability or
low affinity interactions. Attempts were also made to set up sandwich immunoassays using
the same antibodies, however without successful results. To verify antibody selectivity in
this study, Western blot analysis was performed and bands of correct size identified for
NEFM and SLC25A20 while the blot with RGS18 detection was blank. Currently, efforts
with immunocapture experiments with a mass spectrometry readout are initiated to verify
antibody selectivity.
In conclusion, this paper to our current knowledge describes the most extensive plasma
profiling analysis within ALS in terms of number of samples analysed. Three proteins were
identified as associated to disease, however the levels were generally similar for patients
with different clinical features. Through newly established collaborations, these findings
are currently evaluated in independent sample materials consisting of both plasma and
CSF.
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Paper IV: Profiling the autoimmunity repertoire of MS patients
In this study, we set out to profile the targets of circulating antibodies present in plasma
of MS patients. The major components of myelin have previously been proposed as autoantigens due to the demyelinating characteristics of disease. An observation supporting
this theory is that immunisation of myelin components into rodents result in MS-like disease. However, as discussed in previous chapters, even though antibodies towards these
proteins are found in MS patients, they have also been observed in diseased and healthy
controls.
To discover novel autoimmune targets, we used the antigen arrays routinely produced
within the HPA for screening of IgG reactivity in plasma. Initially, 90 samples were
analysed for reactivity using 11520 protein fragments. Reactivity was defined by applying
sample specific cutoff levels and when summarising the data, a broad individual variation
was observed with the majority of reactive antigens observed only in single individuals.
Comparison of overall reactivity revealed that higher reactivity both in terms of common
antigens and number of antigens was found in SPMS than RRMS patients. Also, the
reactivity in the RRMS group was higher compared to patients with other neurological
diseases. After extensive data analysis using several approaches to identify differentially
reactive fragments, a set of 384 antigens was selected for verification. These antigens were
re-printed on planar arrays and analysed using the same sample set. In the third stage, the
same 384 antigens were immobilised on beads and an extended set of 376 samples analysed
using the bead array technology. Finally, 51 antigens were identified to provide differential
reactive patterns between disease groups (Figure 18).
To explore the correlation of reactivity profiles in plasma and CSF from the same individual,
paired CSF samples were analysed in the second stage of this study. This analysis revealed
that 14 of the 51 antigens showed concordant reactivity in the two body fluids. In addition,
the absolute majority of reactivities in CSF were also seen in plasma as indicated in Figure
19 and the antigen with highest concordance was the transmembrane protein anoctamin 2
(ANO2).
As discussed previously, it has been suggested that tissue damage in combination with danger signals can result in breaking of tolerance and autoimmune reactivity. Such damage
can be caused by for example demyelination, as occurring in MS, and myelin components
as well as other proteins could be in focus of the activated immune system. The heterogeneous reactivity profiles observed in this study pose a challenge in identifying disease
related antibodies. This observation highlights the importance of analysing large sample
numbers in order to discover reactivity related to disease. Currently, reactivity towards the
51 selected antigens together with targets suggested in literature is further evaluated in an
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independent sample material consisting of approximately 2200 MS patients and population
controls. The preliminary results reveal ANO2 as the most interesting antigen, with reactivity in 14% of MS patients compared to only 2% of controls [Ayoglu et al, Submitted].
Interestingly, this was also the protein that was identified with the highest correlation of
reactivity between plasma and CSF. Concordant results in the two sample materials imply
that either systemic IgG can cross the blood brain barrier into the CNS, or that intrathecally produced IgG is absorbed into the blood circulation and are present at detectable
levels using this technology.

Paper V: Autoimmunity profiling of serum within narcolepsy
The hypothesis that autoimmune mechanisms are the underlying cause of disease in narcolepsy is based on the strong genetic association of HLA alleles and the specific loss of
hypocretin producing neurons. In this paper,A" we investigated reactivity of the IgG reper"
toire in serum of narcolepsy patients. We also compared reactivity in vaccine-associated
disease, as reported after the vaccination campaigns against H1N1 influenza in 2009, to
sporadic disease. Serum from 57 Finnish patients and controls were screened for reactivity
against 11520 protein fragments using the planar microarray format. Antigens with higher
reactivity in the narcolepsy group compared to controls or with differential reactivity be47
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tween vaccine-associated and sporadic disease were selected and subjected to verification
analysis using the bead-based system. Initially, the same sample set was analysed but in
a second stage an additional set of 152 plasma samples from a Swedish sample collection
was used.

MFI [AU]

Similarly to the findings reported in Paper IV, a broad individual heterogeneity was observed among the samples analysed in the screening. After the first stage of verification,
reactivity towards 14 protein fragments were reproducibly identified as differential between
the sample groups. These included fragments with differential reactivity in comparison of
all narcolepsy patients
as between vaccine-associated
METTL22to the controls as well
NT5C1A
TMEM134 and sporadic
15000
disease. Out of the 14 fragments, three were found with higher reactivity frequency also in
1500
400
the narcolepsy group of the Swedish samples compared to their corresponding controls. The
10000
three proteins
were transmembrane
protein 134 (TMEM134),300cytosolic 5-nucelotidase 1A
1000
(NT5C1A) and methyltransferase-like protein 22 (METTL22).
Although the narcolepsy
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indicated reactivity but with lower frequency (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Higher reactivity was observed among narcolepsy patients compared to controls in both independent sample materials for three proteins, namely
METTL22, NT5C1A and TMEM134.
To further characterise the epitopes of human antibodies towards the 14 proteins, one
sample with high reactivity towards these was analysed on a high-density peptide array
containing peptides representing all human proteins. Although this sample was reactive
to five of the 14 protein fragments, it revealed reactivity towards peptides corresponding
to only two of the proteins. This observation perhaps reflects the difference in protein
representation between peptides composed of 12 amino acids compared to fragments approximately 10 times longer. It could also indicate that the antibodies detected recognised
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conformational rather than linear epitopes of these protein fragments.
For the fragments recognised to a higher extent by vaccine-associated patients, we computationally divided the fragments into 12-mer peptides and performed sequence comparisons
to the H1N1 proteome. The analysis revealed several fragments with stretches of similar
amino acid sequences as the viral proteins. The antigens identified as autoantibody targets
in this study are to be further characterised using both peptides and full-length proteins in
order to increase the understanding of reactivity towards these proteins and their potential
role in narcolepsy.

Conclusions and future perspectives
This work is based on profiling of proteins and antibodies within neurological disorders
through the use of microarray technologies. While working with these studies, a number of
challenges appeared, including differences in sample composition, sample handling effects,
transitions from single binder to dual binder assays and individual heterogeneity. Despite
these, both protein and autoantibody profiles associated to disease were identified within
MS, ALS and narcolepsy.
Microarray technologies allow for analysis of both samples and analytes in a high-throughput
manner and such methods are thereby suitable for profiling studies aiming to discover disease related profiles. In Paper I-III, protein profiles associated to MS and ALS were
found through analysis of both CSF and plasma. Although the differences between sample groups were statistically significant, variation within the groups were observed and
an overlap of levels between groups seen for all proteins. Therefore, longitudinal studies
following individuals over time would be of interest. Such studies could evaluate normal
fluctuations in protein abundance. Furthermore, the relation to other individuals would in
such analysis be of less importance as instead, deviations from individual baselines could
be assessed. For the proteins reported in Paper I-II, analysis of a longitudinal cohort of
MS patients is currently ongoing.
Individual variation was also observed in terms of autoimmune reactivity as reported in
Paper IV and V. These studies as well as those reported by others describe extensive
reactivity to human proteins, also in healthy controls, with a majority of antigens recognised by only one or a few individuals. It has become evident that antibodies with common
reactivities among several individuals are rare and that disease related patterns are difficult to find. To further investigate the suggested autoantigens presented within MS and
narcolepsy, it would be of interest to extend the analysis to also include additional diseases
with and without neurological character. Furthermore, evaluation of the IgG repertoire
of the general population in a broader sense could increase our current understanding of
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antibodies present in circulation even without symptoms of disease. It would also be of
great interest to extend the analysis of antibodies in CSF and to further characterise the
correlation of presence in blood and CSF.
Protocols for profiling of proteins and antibodies of both blood-based samples and CSF
have paved the way for further analysis of the neuroproteome. Although there are proteins
reported as related to neurological disorders, the amount of published work on large scale
profiling studies is substantially lower than within other research areas, such as cancer. One
reason might be the limited access to sample materials, especially tissue, but also proximal
fluid. The invasive procedure of CSF collection is well appreciated and sample availability
from healthy controls, and also patients, is limited. For this reason, profiling of plasma
or serum can enable analysis of larger sample materials. To evaluate disease specificity of
the findings described above as well as to discover novel signatures, an extensive effort on
neuroproteomic profiling is currently being initiated. Antigens and antibodies derived from
the Human Protein Atlas in combination with assay protocols established within the work
of this thesis will be utilised for protein and autoantibody profiling within and between
several neurological disorders. Besides MS, ALS and narcolepsy, plasma and CSF samples
from patients with AD and PD will also be included. In addition, patients with muscular
dystrophies, chronic mental illnesses and other forms of dementia will be analysed. As a
starting point, the above presented proteins will also be complemented with those indicated
as brain enriched based on the transcriptomic studies discussed. These proteins will be
investigated in the complete set of samples representing all the above-mentioned diseases,
in both plasma or serum and CSF to unravel the commonalities and specificities of disease
associated protein profiles.
The work presented in this thesis provides a framework for protein and autoantibody
profiling within neuroscience. Based on the knowledge and experience acquired, we will
take affinity-based neuroproteomics to the next level and perform extensive profiling within
and across several diseases. Hopefully our efforts will result in discovery of disease related
profiles that ultimately can contribute to increased understanding, treatment and cure for
neurological disorders.
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behöva veta. Claudia, thank you for all the times we discussed antibodies, mass spec and
life in general. It is what it is, right? Ronald, du kan så mycket om så många saker, tack
för att du delar med dig. Det har känts bra att haft en norrlänning att gadda ihop sig med
ibland. Elin, tack för all praktisk hjälp i labbet och för att du ser till att vi alla kan ha
roligt tillsammans utanför jobbet också. Din positiva inställning speglar sig i oss andra.
Cecilia M, vi har det så bra i vårt hörn med blommor och allt, eller hur? Tack för all
hjälp i labbet och för att du orkar lyssna på mina problem. Eni, du är en sådan fantastisk
kollega. Tack för alla buffertar och beställningar, för att du tar hand om så mycket mer
än vi förstår och för all indonesisk mat vi fått smaka. Maria-Jesus, thank you for caring,
understanding and for all help on sandwich assay development. Björn, tack för allt du
lärt mig om epitopmappning och peptider och för alla gånger du fått mig att tagga ner
lite. Jag vill rikta ett stort tack till Ida, Lovisa och Cecilia H för ovärderlig hjälp med
PrESTar och prover. Tack också till mina två exjobbare, Suzan och Atefeh, som jag fick
möjligheten att handleda. Jag lärde mig mycket och hoppas att ni också gjorde det. To all
other past and present members of the group; Jacob, Masato, Elisa, Philip, David,
Fredrik, Frauke, Josefine, Julie, Anna G and Mårten, thank you for making this
group what it is. I’ve had a great time working with you!
Jan and Nick, thank you for showing me the world of brain tissue. I have learnt a lot!
I also want to say thanks to Jan, Evelina and Linn for introducing me to the world of
RNA sequencing.
Tack till Tomas och Mohsen för det fantastiska MS-materialet som lagt grunden för så
mycket av det jag gjort. Det är alltid roligt att diskutera och resonera tillsammans med
er.
Magda, thanks for your kind hospitality during our visit. I have enjoyed our collaboration
and hope we can continue working together.
Martin, Jonas, Kim och resten av gänget i Uppsala, tack för utbyte av erfarenheter
angående provprep och korrelation mellan plattformar. Jag ser fram emot att få sätta
igång med våra planerade aktiviteter.
Calle, tack för alla diskussioner om våra gemensamma och separata projekt, för assistans
i labbet och inte minst utbytet av huserfarenheter. Johan, Anders, Hans och Emil;
stort tack för ert engagemang och alla diskussioner. Även om dessa projekt inte hamnade
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i avhandlingen har de gett mig många erfarenheter jag tar med mig in i framtiden.
Helena och Elin, luncherna med er har verkligen varit välkomna avbrott mitt i allt
labbande, analyserande och skrivande. Snart är det er tur, heja heja!
Tove, Filippa, Lisa, Hanna och Johan, det har varit så roligt att göra detta tillsammans med er hela vägen från början till slut. Åren har gått så fort och det är svårt att
förstå att vi är färdiga nu. Tack för forskningsprat, uppmuntran, fikapauser, luncher och
middagar. Tack också till Sara, Anna P, Joel, Magdalena och Emilie för allt roligt
vi haft tillsammans.
Peter, Jochen, Ulrika, Maria, Nick, mamma, pappa och Jakob - thank you so much
for great feedback during the process of thesis writing and Emma for valuable comments
and the formal quality control.

Det finns förstås också många människor utanför jobbet som betyder mycket för mig. Tack
till mina fantastiska vänner; Térèse, David, Therese, Stefan, Simon, Johan, Niklas,
Elin, Mats och Josefin för alla galna upptåg och roliga minnen. Jag ska fortsätta försöka
bota MS, jag lovar. Extra tack till Térèse, Therese och Annie för alla mysiga middagar,
för att ni alltid bryr er och stöttar. Det har betytt så oerhört mycket. Annie, jag vet
att du kan måla men dina tolkningar av nervceller översteg verkligen mina förväntningar.
Tack för att du vågade och ville! Jenny, tack för allt stöd och engagemang trots att du
haft det tufft på eget håll. Jag tror vi lärt oss mycket av varandra. Maria, tack för alla
middagar och prat om jobbet, livet och allt annat. Emma, Emil, Marta och Peter,
tack för att ni är ni och för att jag får vara en del av era liv.
Ett stort tack från hela mitt hjärta till familjerna Häggmark och Månberg. Tack för att
ni alltid frågar hur det går och bryr er om mig. Mamma och pappa, vad jag än bestämt
mig för att göra har ni stöttat mig. Tack för att jag fått gå min egen väg och för att ni
alltid ställer upp. Elin, min underbara syster och bästa vän. Vi är så olika men ändå
så lika. Du, Andreas, Tilde och Olivia påminner mig om vad som egentligen är viktigt i
livet.
Jakob, ibland tror jag du känner mig bättre än jag gör själv. Jag är så glad att jag varje
morgon får vakna och dela ännu en dag med dig. Tack för att du förstår mig utan att jag
behöver säga något och att du finns där när jag behöver det. Det betyder allt.
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